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Martin Conlon reflects on the role of
the Building Control Alliance

Allied effort

Building control is a relatively
small profession, but a
close-knit one. Although it
was founded in the public
sector, it has developed over
the years into a
multifunctional profession,
operating in both the public
and private sectors.
This has meant that there
are a number of organisations
that represent the interests of
different parts of the
profession. Although this is
welcome, as each part seeks
to establish and develop its
own role there can be some
tensions where there are
overlaps of interest. This is
where the Building Control
Alliance (BCA) comes in.

Unique group
BCA is a unique group made
up of representatives from all
organisations directly involved
in building control in England
and Wales. It includes bodies
supporting the many
thousands of building control
professionals – the Chartered
4 J U N E / J U LY 2 0 1 7

Institute of Building and the
Chartered Association of
Building Engineers as well as
RICS – and the professional
associations promoting
public- and private-sector
building control, namely Local
Authority Building Control and
the Association of Consultant
Approved Inspectors.
The government also
attends meetings and joins in
the discussions in the form of
representatives from the
Department for Communities
and Local Government and
the Welsh Assembly. The BCA
is the only place where all
these voices and interests
come together as one.
The role of the BCA is to:
b act as an informed
advisor to the profession,
providing a single, coordinated
information resource on the
value of building control to
society, including analysing
and publishing data on the
performance of the system in
England and Wales
b help set and maintain high
standards in building control,
including promoting best
practice via its publications
b liaise effectively with other
organisations, providing the
voice of building control on all
critical working groups
b respond in a coordinated
fashion to policy proposals
and initiatives where they
concern issues across
building control, to improve

efficiency by minimising
duplication in consultation
b help member organisations
with generic information and
support for their own lobbying
b provide an information
resource and support for
campaigns to recruit and
retain the best talent in the
building control profession
b collaborate on research
projects where there is mutual
benefit and ensure better
dissemination of findings
b arbitrate any differences
of opinion between building
control bodies
b communicate its work,
data and policy decisions
effectively to all member
organisations for wider
dissemination among the
building control profession.
The chair of the group rotates
between the professional
bodies annually, with each
taking its turn to host the
meetings and provide the
secretariat to support the
work. This year it is RICS’ turn
to chair, and I have the
privilege of fulfilling that role.
One of the most important
areas of work is the technical
committee, which meets
regularly to look at various
issues and produce guidance
notes. I would urge you to visit
buildingcontrolalliance.org and
see the guidance available.
BCA exists to help create a
unified approach to what

could be a divided sector and
deserves the full support of
everyone in the profession, so
please engage and contribute
to its work in any way you can.

Technology
Also on my mind recently has
been the use and availability
of technology to help building
control professionals carry
out their duties. Mobile
phones with cameras now
mean that site inspections can
be recorded more effectively,
while many are using
technologies such as tablets
on site to view plans and
upload structural calculations
rather than carrying large
paper files.
With the advent of building
information modelling, it will
soon become impossible to
take paper files on site. In fact,
we are already seeing a
revolution in dealing with and
processing data for on-site
inspections on larger projects
(see pp.12–13 of this issue).
The profession is currently
undergoing more change, with
technology ensuring that new
skills will be required in future
so the profession remains at
the forefront of providing a
safe and satisfactory service
to the public. b
Martin Conlon is Chairman of the
Building Control Professional Group
martin.conlon2@btinternet.com
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UPDATE
Built environment principles set out
The Construction Industry Council (CIC)
has published Essential principles for
built environment professionals. The
guide, which has been endorsed by many
professional institutions, contains six
principles for such professionals that
have been suggested by the Office for
Disability Issues:
1. contribute to building an inclusive
society now and in the future
2. apply professional and responsible
judgement and take a leadership role
3. apply and integrate inclusive design
principles from the outset of a project
4. do more than just comply with
legislation and codes
5. seek multiple views to solve
accessibility and inclusivity challenges

6. acquire the skills, knowledge,
understanding and confidence to make
inclusion the norm, not the exception.
The guide emerged from the Built
Environment Professional Education
Project, a government initiative now being
advanced by the CIC in industry. The aim
is to build on the legacy of the London
2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games by
helping to transform the way that inclusive
design skills are taught in the UK.
All built environment professionals will
receive mandatory teaching about
inclusive design so they can help create
inclusive buildings, places and spaces for
future generations.
n http://bit.ly/2nsuICG

Steel-frame building
guidance issued
Structural-Safety has issued industry advice
following the collapse of the City Gates
Christian Centre, a steel-frame building in
Ilford, Essex, in January 2012.
Structural-Safety, which comprises
representatives from the Health and Safety
Executive, Confidential Reporting on
Structural Safety and Standing Committee
on Structural Safety, has published Structural
stability/integrity of steel frame buildings in
their temporary and permanent condition.
n http://bit.ly/2jvCDAT

Building Control
Conference previewed
September’s conference will include sessions
on building performance standards, Part R,
APC, the Construction Industry Council’s
Approved Inspectors Register code of
conduct, and what to include in inspections.
6 J U N E / J U LY 2 0 1 7

Councils partner on building control
A new building control partnership has been created between two Devon local
authorities. North Devon Council and Mid Devon District Council will provide
services to both areas through a new service, NMD Building Control, which will
include an improved website with an online application service. Both councils’
own sites will offer access to the service.
n www.nmdbuildingcontrol.co.uk
Images © Alamy, iStock
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LDSA looks back 30
years – and beyond
Built on foundations more than 300 years
old, the London District Surveyors
Association (LDSA) represents the heads
of Local Authority Building Control
(LABC) London Region.
Its most important role is to provide the
LABC London region with up-to-date,
expert advice to ensure the Building
Regulations are consistently interpreted
and applied in today’s competitive market.
The London Building Act 1774
confirmed that building work would be
controlled by statutory surveyors in the
cities of London and Westminster,
Southwark and the parishes of St
Mary-le-bone, Paddington, St Pancras
and St Luke at Chelsea. The Building Act
1844 subsequently introduced changes in
procedure and administration, as a result
of which the title of “district surveyor”
was coined.
In January 1845, the District Surveyors
Association (DSA), whose members
worked in inner London, was founded;
120 years later, the Greater London
Building Surveyors Association (GLBSA)

was formed, comprising the chief building
surveyors in outer London.
Following the introduction of the
national Building Regulations to inner
London, the DSA and GLBSA merged in
1987 to become the LDSA.
The association meets every month to
discuss matters in the LABC London
Region, and its committees have
responded to many consultation
documents in the profession. The LDSA’s
output includes respected publications
and training for the LABC London
Region’s surveyors and technical
administration teams.

The LDSA President, who also chairs
the region, hosts an annual lunch to bring
together past presidents, retired
members, committee members and
others in the London region. This year,
the LDSA will be marking its 30th
anniversary with a number of events,
including promotional meetings,
presentations to institutions and the
Building Excellence Awards ceremony.
n http://bit.ly/2hCshxw
Anthony Oloyede is the current LDSA President
aoloyede@hillingdon.gov.uk
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A recent case offers a pointed reminder of surveyors’ responsibilities for dealing with
Japanese knotweed, writes Laurence Cobb

S

Getting in a knot

Since it was brought into
the country for horticultural
purposes in Victorian times,
Japanese knotweed has
become prevalent throughout
the UK and has, for a number
of years, struck fear and
loathing into property owners’
hearts (see Building Control
Journal September/October
2016, pp.8–9).
It featured in a recent case
in Maesteg, Wales, Waistell v
Network Rail Infrastructure
Limited [2017], when, after
a protracted legal battle, a
homeowner won a claim for
compensation based on the
fact that Network Rail had
ignored requests to tackle the
invasive weed that had taken
anchor spectacularly at the
back of his bungalow.
The owner, hoping to move
to sunnier climes, struggled to
sell his property and received
compensation of £15,000
from the courts, part of
which was to go towards an
insurance-backed guarantee
on a herbicide programme to
tackle the knotweed.

Knotweed problems
Japanese knotweed is
notoriously difficult to
eradicate, and categorised as
an invasive non-native species
(INNS), a classification of
plants and animals that
have been introduced into a
natural environment where
they are not normally found,
8 J U N E / J U LY 2 0 1 7

deliberately or otherwise, with
serious negative effects for
their new surroundings.
INNS can cause a number
of problems. Not only do they
physically damage buildings
and land, they are costly
and difficult to eradicate,
to remove and to discard;
they put biodiversity at risk;
and they potentially result in
liability for owners, occupiers
and persons handling the
INNS where they do not do so
legally. There are various EU
regulations governing INNS as
well as some offences under
UK law.
It is also worth noting at this
juncture that, while Japanese
knotweed may be the most
notorious plant among INNS,
others in this category include
giant hogweed, Himalayan
balsam and rhododendron.

Liable & responsible
Schedule 9 of the Wildlife
and Countryside Act 1981
lists certain plants and animal

INNS established in the wild
in Great Britain that the law
seeks to prevent spreading
further. It is actually an
offence if someone allows
an excluded plant to grow,
either by planting or causing
it to grow in the wild. There
is a defence to show that
all reasonable steps were
taken and due diligence was
exercised, but a custodial
sentence is possible in
extreme circumstances.
There are also offences
for disposing of such plants
as controlled waste. Local
authorities have powers
including those under section
215 of the Town and Country
Planning Act 1990 to serve
a notice on occupiers of
land that requires them to
remedy the condition within a
specified period, failing which
they could be prosecuted.
When it comes to the
commercial risk, an owner
or occupier of land has no
general duty to control,
Image © iStock

remove or report plant INNS.
However, as Waistell shows,
there is potential liability
for private nuisance under
common law where a plant
has spread on to neighbouring
land, and proceedings may be
initiated for loss of enjoyment
or cost of removal – which
could be protracted and
expensive – and a continuing
injunction possibly taken out
against reinfestation.
In the context of property
transactions, as Waistell
again demonstrated, both the
ability to sell a property and
the ability to get buildings
insurance may also prove
to be a problem, as policies
generally do not cover
Japanese knotweed or other
INNS plant issues.
This highlights how
important it is for those
carrying out surveys on
such properties relating to a
possible sale or development
of a site to take responsibility
for identifying potential
knotweed issues.
Whether Waistell causes a
rise in attempts to eradicate
Japanese knotweed to
protect property owners,
it clearly makes sense to
be aware of the risk of
various INNS – and of the
consequences of not dealing
with them effectively. C

Laurence Cobb is a partner at law
firm Taylor Wessing
lcobb@taylorwessing.com
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Filling in the detail

T

John Tebbit outlines two approaches for defining new Robust Details

he robustdetails®
scheme, which
offers an alternative
to pre-completion
sound testing
for Part E of
the Building
Regulations, is
approaching 1m plot registrations and is
continuing to achieve compliance rates
around 99%, based on site tests.
The scheme is underpinned by
thousands of tests undertaken on site,
and any new robust details (RDs) have
to be backed up with site test data.
Even with more than 60 different RDs
in masonry, timber frame, light steel and
concrete, however, there are still new
building techniques to accommodate.
To speed up the development of new
RDs, Robust Details Limited (RDL) has
taken a fresh look at the use of site
data in two areas: the first is where
site data has been used in conjunction
with laboratory testing to extend the
application of existing RDs; the second is
where mining large sets of existing test
data has generated evidence for a new
set of details.

Site and laboratory data
There has been a recent move by some
timber frame builders to dispense with
the external masonry leaf and use
cladding of some description. Building
control bodies are content with such
constructions, subject to compliance
with the various parts of the Building
Regulations, of course.
RDL is working with housebuilders and
acousticians to get all such constructions
into the pattern book and allow users of its
E-WT-1 and E-WT-2 walls to specify them.
For additional RDs on new separating
walls or floors, RDL needs 30 tests
from four different sites and at least two
different testers. Clearly, there are many
variations of cladding – for example,
render on boards, timber, cementitious
planks, tile hanging and rain screen – so
it would be very time-consuming to work
through each of these in site tests.
Fortunately, there is an existing
benchmarking process in the
Image © Robust Details (Persimmon/Space4)

Completed Persimmon/Space4 dwelling
showing render on board cladding
robustdetails® scheme designed to speed
things up for housebuilders. This allows
a known, compliant detail to be used as
a benchmark against which to compare
alternatives in a laboratory situation; this
approach was used in the development
and assessment of floating timber floors,
allowing multiple suppliers to be assessed
quickly and effectively.
For the use of cladding as an external
leaf on timber frame systems, RDL will
employ the render-on-board system as
the benchmark. With site tests completed
and the performance known, the next
step is to build a full-size separating
wall and external flanking wall in a
suitable acoustics testing laboratory.
The whole system is then tested with the
render-on-board cladding in place. The
performance level is recorded and this is
the benchmark.
The cladding is carefully removed,
making sure that the timber frame
structure is not damaged in any way.
Then, the first comparison cladding is
fitted into place and its performance
recorded. So long as this performance is
within 1dB of the benchmark, then RDL
accepts it as equivalent. The process is
repeated for all the remaining options.
On completion of the testing
programme, RDL will update its technical
handbook to reflect all valid options.

Data mining
Another way of getting test data for new
RDs is to look at data and specifications
from buildings where pre-completion
testing has been carried out. In this case,
RDL was looking to develop new RDs
for medium-rise apartments built with a
reinforced concrete frame and lightweight

steel frame walls. A key consideration
was to define all the materials and
products generically, thus providing
maximum flexibility for the builder and
also allowing multiple suppliers.
With Galliard Homes allowing access to
specifications, drawings and test data for
more than 100 of its apartments, the RDL
technical team set about developing the
generic specification in sufficient detail
to enable an RD to be properly defined.
In addition, there had to be a sufficient
number of apartments having that
specification to make the pre-completion
testing data relevant.
After several months’ work, E-WS-5
and E-FC-18 were published in February.
These new RDs allow a range of external
treatments for the walls, including
storey-height glazing, lightweight cladding
and masonry. The separating walls have a
range of options based on dry-lined, light
steel frames with mineral or glass wool
insulation. The floors are floating screeds
on the reinforced concrete in-situ slab;
the RD may soon be extended to include
screedless floors that have bonded soft
floor coverings.

Swift updates save time
By using data from site testing, both
historic and contemporary, as well as
laboratory testing, RDL can update the
scheme more swiftly than if it depended
totally on contemporary site testing.
However, care must be taken to ensure
the data is applicable. RDL’s Standards
Committee closely scrutinises all data
submitted in support of any proposed
amendments to existing RD patterns. b

John Tebbit is Chief Executive of RDL
jtebbit@robustdetails.com

Related competencies include
Legal/regulatory compliance
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Planning for
a rainy day
Peter Wilder considers how China’s
more innovative approach to flood
management can offer examples for
urban infrastructure in the UK

T

The planning of UK water
infrastructure seems to
move in cycles that closely
follow major events, from
the so-called Great Stink of
1858 – when hot weather in
central London exacerbated
the smell of untreated human
waste and industrial effluent
on the banks of the River
Thames – to the flooding of
the Somerset Levels in 2014.
After the floods of 2007,
the government’s Pitt Review
determined that the UK was
woefully underprepared for
the consequences of flooding,
and a range of measures
were introduced, including the
Flood and Water Management
Act 2010.
One of the consequences
of this piece of legislation was
that the ponds of Hampstead
Heath in north London
suddenly found themselves
classified as statutory
reservoirs and a piece of
critical infrastructure.

Dam nonsense
The City of London
Corporation found itself in
the unenviable position of
having to implement remedial
measures for dams on the
heath, so that the area could
1 0 J U N E / J U LY 2 0 1 7

withstand a theoretical
one-in-10,000-year storm
event. A campaign by
local residents called Dam
Nonsense questioned the
logic behind planning for
so rare an occurrence,
claiming that it would result
in irreversible damage to one
of the capital’s most valuable
and much-loved open spaces.
Landscape architects are
often caught between the
interests of public amenity
and drainage infrastructure,
between placemaking and
civil engineering. For much of
my career, these have vied for
precedence in transformation
of the urban realm.
It is only in the past few
years that we have begun to
see a convergence of purpose
between the two. Now, green
infrastructure means much
more than parks and open
spaces: it includes provision
of space for people, nature
and drainage infrastructure.
While to most of us this
would seem logical, the
pressure for high-density
development in most cities
often means such space is
seen as a luxury that is quickly
removed or eroded during the
planning process.

China projects
The first Wilder Associates
projects in China were
developed through our
relationship with the
UK’s Building Research
Establishment (BRE). Having
designed the organisation’s
British innovation parks, we

were commissioned to apply
the lessons learned on these
to a Green Building Park in
Beijing, to be constructed by
Chinese developer Vanke.
The task was by no means
easy, however, as it involved
the integration of research
and development with the
latest thinking on sustainable
urban masterplanning.
Our design for the flat, 70ha
site concentrated on creating
a topography that would
improve the microclimate,
provide acoustic buffering,
and create a landform that
enabled the reintroduction of
wetlands into part of the city
that had seen dramatic loss of
such habitats.
The client was not
convinced that the proposed
lake would ever fill with
water due to Beijing’s
increasingly arid climate,
and it was removed from
the masterplan. Yet in June
2012, six months after the
design was completed, Beijing
experienced its worst flooding
in 50 years.
The proposed pond
would not only have filled
but provided a vital – and in
hindsight, necessary – flood
alleviation corridor, not just
for the park but for the
surrounding communities too.

Sponge cities
Shortly afterwards, President
Xi Jinping announced that
China could no longer build
cities that were likely to
increase the severity of
flooding in urban catchments.
He proclaimed that they must
instead act like sponges,
absorbing the run-off from
hard surfaces and integrating
water management into the
built environment.
Since then, the sponge
city concept has become
a focus for the planning of
urban wetlands and floodable
city parks. One of the
best examples is the Qunli
Stormwater Park in Harbin
City, designed by Turenscape;
although many of the other
schemes provide space for

Image © Franshion Property Ltd

Image © Wilder Associates

flood expansion, they still fail
to take an holistic approach
to the re-use of rainwater or
ground infiltration.
In 2013, we at Wilder were
approached to develop the
Living Lattice building for
Meixi Lake Eco City, which
would act as an exemplar of
sustainability (see image, top).
Comfort cooling is the
highest consumer of energy in
the humid subtropical climate
of Changsha, the metropolitan
area in which Meixi Lake is
situated, and this renders
traditional renewables such as
photovoltaics and wind power
unviable. We therefore had
to look at other methods of
cooling the building naturally,
and the capture and re-use of
rain, a ubiquitous resource in
the area, became fundamental
to climate control.
Water captured at roof
level is fed through a series of
biofiltration systems and used
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Living Lattice
Building, Meixi
Lake Eco-City

The Gui’an
Innovation Park
to irrigate green facades.
These systems provide some
evaporative cooling as well
as a means of reducing solar
gain on the glazed facades.
Some facades can be
opened and closed depending
on the weather conditions,
turning winter gardens into
outdoor courtyards that
further cool the building.
Liquid desiccants in the
air-handling system also
dry and cool incoming air,
reducing the energy required
to create a comfortable
internal environment, and the
captured water is re-used to
flush toilets.

Innovation park
In 2015, as part of a
collaboration between Tsingua
University and BRE, we were
given the opportunity to
develop a prototype sponge
city in Gui’an New District, one
of China’s first such projects.

The Gui’an Innovation Park
sits at the centre of a new city
that will cover an area of 1,700
sq. km (see image, above) on
a limestone karst landscape,
in a region typified by pristine
waterfalls and rivers at the
head of the Pearl River.
One of the primary
objectives for the Gui’an
Innovation Park was to create
a model for a city-wide
infiltration system without
compromising groundwater
quality. Spectacular mountains
rise sharply out of the rich,
fertile valleys of the Gui’an
New District, and contain the
remnants of orchards and tea
plantations grown on terraces;
although the latter have now
gone, the terraces have been
repurposed to provide surface
water treatment.
Biofiltration systems use
a wide variety of plants,
including fruit trees, to
capture silt and pollutants

before they have a chance
to migrate into infiltration
lagoons. This not only
provides a green lung for the
city, but also a sense of place
that integrates the cultural
identity of the region into the
city masterplan.
All water in the park is seen
as a resource, and black, grey
and yellow water – sewage,
surface run-off and used
water, and liquid human waste,
respectively – are treated
as separate streams, while
the captured nitrates and
phosphates from the water
treatment centre are re-used
in the fertilisation of crops.
The visitor centre at the
heart of the innovation park
will act as an information
portal, analysing the
performance of the systems
and informing other sponge
city projects.
The park forms part of
BRE’s international innovation
park network, which also
includes sites in the UK,
North America and Brazil.
The Gui’an Innovation Park
serves not only as a model
for future cities in China but
is influencing our approach in
the UK as well.

New approach
Diffuse pollution is now one
of the biggest threats to
surface water quality in urban
watercourses, and often
results from poor treatment
of run-off. A new approach
to urban public spaces will
require designers to consider
the treatment of rainfall from
impermeable surfaces and
ageing buildings.
Existing and proposed
roads alike will need to
adapt and incorporate
green infrastructure that
traps surface pollutants and
absorbs carbon dioxide. We
are currently working on a
range of projects that will
highlight opportunities for
existing cities and legacy
infrastructure to incorporate
rainfall treatment from the
moment that rain hits our
streets and rooftops.

The grounds transformation
project under way at the
Natural History Museum in
London offered an opportunity
to reassess our approach
to urban spaces, as Wilder
developed the scheme
masterplan and is providing
the technical design.
The eastern half of the
grounds will relate to extinct
species and tell the story of
the evolution of our planet,
while the western half will
be dedicated to the story of
humanity’s existence in an
ever-more urban environment.
The scheme considers
opportunities to deal with air,
soil and water quality, and how
public spaces in cities should
invite people to reconnect
with nature.
The notion of a sponge city
raises many issues about how
we deal with urban surface
water run-off, and it has begun
to blur the lines between grey
and green infrastructure in
the provision of more floodresilient cities.
Some of these issues, such
as urban diffuse pollution
and protection of abstraction
aquifers, will increasingly
be resolved by integration
of landscape systems
into buildings, streets and
drainage infrastructure.
This approach is becoming
prevalent in the design and
retrofit of buildings and
streets in the UK, thanks
to advances in technology
that can be showcased in
innovation parks such as the
one in Gui’an. b

Peter Wilder is Director at
Wilder Associates
peter@wilder-associates.com

Related competencies include
Planning
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Building information
modelling can revolutionise
building control –
but only if it is adopted
comprehensively by the
construction industry,
argues Peter Caplehorn

Get
smart

B

uilding information
modelling (BIM) and
digitalisation are
now key topics in
construction. While
some in the
profession still only
read about these,
for many they are becoming everyday
business – and for a few, they are
changing business out of all recognition.
Many still express doubts, however;
where is the proof that BIM will provide
the much-promised benefits, they ask?
The answer is that these are not yet
available: BIM’s full potential will only be
realised when all parts of the profession
are operating on a comprehensive and
coordinated digital platform.
At present, significant numbers of
consultants and contractors are using
BIM, but these are mainly the larger
companies. While clients are pushing for
it, and indeed many require it, progress
varies in many areas, especially the
supply chain.
The major challenge of the next few
years is going to be ensuring the more
comprehensive use of BIM, especially
among micro, small and medium-sized
enterprises. However, many of these are
already moving rapidly into BIM. The
1 2 J U N E / J U LY 2 0 1 7

supply chain and the manufacturing and
product industries are likewise on the
cusp of a joined-up, digital approach, and
so is regulation.

Construction regulation
The industry-wide BIM4Regs steering
group has spent time looking at the key
aspects of regulation in construction,
including planning, the Building
Regulations, fire, and health and safety.
The latter has attracted considerable
interest, due to the involvement of the
Health and Safety Executive, while
addressing fire safety has received the
support of that particular profession. The
core document on health and safety, PAS
1192-6, is in development; it will become
the sixth in the family of BIM standards
for the UK, with others due to follow for
the European and international markets.
By contrast, planning has floundered,
mainly due to other significant changes
being made in the area, but this should
soon change.

Building Regulations
This brings us to the Building Regulations,
with several UK groups working on
digital approaches. Some are looking
at analysis of the approved document
text and diagrams, others at software
Image © iStock

that analyses the design, and others
again are combining approaches to
prevent non-compliant designs. These
commercial approaches are in their early
days, and it remains to be seen how they
will progress, aside from any measures
prompted by the government.
Globally speaking, interest has been
fired up by the significant gains to
be made from BIM, with Singapore,
Scandinavia and the USA having
attempted to develop digital codes for
their respective construction standards,
for example.
Every country has its own approach
to compliant construction. UK regulation
is based on a target set out at the start
of each approved document, followed
by guidance that explains how this can
be achieved – an approach allowing for
a range of solutions, meaning that is
difficult to assess compliance digitally.
Countries where a building code defines
compliance numerically or by limiting
descriptions will find digital assessment
much easier.
Fire and accessibility are good
examples of qualities where compliance
can either be targeted or prescribed,
respectively requiring that occupants
shall be safe from the effects of
fire, or by defining the distance that
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occupants must travel to reach safety
or the capacity necessary to ensure the
numbers involved can escape safely.
In design and approval terms, a system
where compliance is supported and
checked by software will help ensure
accuracy and efficiency, both across a
team and for a client. The output can be
verified and shared with building control
surveyors, and in time they will have
systems that allow much of their checking
and sign-off to be at least assisted, so
they can confirm and approve some
criteria digitally.
From procurement to development,
using the same data ensures that nothing
is lost, and compliance can easily be
checked back against the original
information. Finally, at handover – and in
use if necessary – the same information,
using actual measurements, will
determine far more accurately than we
can today the status of the building and
its systems.
In the mean time, even though UK
Building Regulations are target-setting
principles – not easy to formalise and
often full of grey areas – progress is being
made. Several approaches are being
considered to reform their structure.
All elements to which mathematical
analysis can be applied, such as the
distance an occupant has to travel to
reach a place of safety in an emergency
or the thickness of materials, can be
straightforwardly integrated with the
design as it takes shape.
For other areas, machine-readable
data is emerging on materials’ ability to
perform in a certain way, such as how
fire-resistant they are. In time, it will
be possible to incorporate the whole
marketplace or supply chain into this.

Approved documents
All building design, specification and
performance data will eventually be
machine-readable and interoperable,
enabling software to track a project’s
regulatory compliance. Background
calculations can also be run, ensuring

All building design,
specification and
performance data
will eventually be
machine-readable
and interoperable

that structure, fire safety, thermal and
acoustic performance, and ventilation are
continuously calculated and recalculated,
allowing assessment of how well the
design is doing at any stage.
With time, these systems should
become even more integrated, devising
approaches and even learning for
themselves, perhaps jumping steps to
arrive at solutions more speedily. This
would free the designer to experiment,
develop new approaches and achieve
compliance sooner.
However, this does not mean that those
properly skilled in regulatory compliance
will be made redundant by software:
automating routine functions will let the
design team establish the control and
confidence to handle difficult situations.

Access to models
BIM will transform the way building
control is carried out. While surveyors will
have to acquire new skills, they will also
be much better connected to the projects
they are reviewing.
In the shorter term, building control
surveyors will be provided with access
to building information models, but
over time they will be able to view the
software that is managing data, giving
readouts of parameters and, eventually,
recommendations of pass or fail criteria.
Clearly, there needs to be certification
to ensure that standards are being met.
As well as confirming the certification
itself, digital systems need to check the
project and must be checked themselves,
ideally digitally.
The system should be transparent
and, if need be, provide the person
responsible for checking compliance with
robust evidence. Bearing in mind that the
data is highly accurate and comes from
exact dimensions or certified product
information, this should not be difficult.
BIM offers many advantages for
building control, including checking and
comparing information from both routine
and complex situations; integrating
building control information and analysis
with that from planning applications, the
geospatial location of the building and
the checking of service provisions or fire
separation will complete the picture.

near-instantaneous assessment of what
is being built.
Although the technology is already
being used in part on some larger
projects, this is only on a stand-alone
basis, so it will not take off until the whole
construction industry is using the same
systems and compatible software.
Under the recently formed UK BIM
Alliance, work is in progress across the
industry to try to ensure that everyone
is moving in the same direction. The
Building Regulations and those who
develop, use, certify and are affected by
them, are part of this process and should
be able to reap the benefits.
In the longer term, we should
consider drawing up new regulations
and regulatory formats for digital
platforms. While it may seem fanciful,
the government recognises that this is
the future under its Digital Built Britain
programme, with work being carried out
to understand what BIM may mean for
regulators. It is still early days, but there
is full support across government for
digital working, and it is now a question of
“when and how” rather than “if”.
This is about built performance more
closely resembling, if not matching,
designed performance. It is also about
taking decision-making off site. Some
may call this using off-site or modern
methods of construction, but the vision
is a little more than these terms imply.
If we have a design fully worked out,
a supply chain providing every part of it
and, as far as possible, all those parts
either assembled or delivered to the
site in such a way that the only way
to put them together is the right way,
no decisions need be taken on that
site. Everything reflects the agreed,
compliant solution. That’s not just modern
construction – it’s smart construction. C

Peter Caplehorn is Deputy Chief Executive and
Policy Director at Construction
Products Association
peter.caplehorn@constructionproducts.
org.uk

Site revolution
Scanning existing buildings and sites is
becoming an everyday activity. Linking
the original scanned information with
both the approved design and current
progress on site, as observed by an
inspector, enables the reliable and

Related competencies include
Building information modelling
(BIM) management
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The increasing use of data in building information modelling and other applications
requires robust cyber defence measures, warn Emma Vigus and Philip Tansley

Closed-door policy

T

he Ipsos MORI
Cyber Security
Breaches Survey
2016 reveals that
only 29% of
surveyed companies
have cyber-security
policies and just 10%
have formal incident management plans
(http://bit.ly/2jXeX8Z). Given the lack of
preparedness, 65% of respondents said
they had detected a cyber-security
breach or attack in the preceding year.
The 2016 Crime Survey for England
and Wales (www.crimesurvey.co.uk)
exposed online fraud as the most
common crime in the UK. It is more
prevalent and complex than domestic
burglary, with criminals using methods
from malware to spyware to exploit data
for financial gain. In addition to the
criminal threat, human or hardware error
continues to be a key cause of data loss.

Leaving doors unlocked
Unless an organisation is specifically
targeted, which is rare, cyber criminals
indiscriminately ‘knock’ on lots of system
‘doors’. When they find one open – an
easily accessible system – they enter.
Very few of us leave our house unlocked,
and yet many leave the virtual door to
their business ajar.
The impact of a traditional property
break-in is immediately obvious, but that
of a cyber breach is much harder to
spot. The initial electronic break-in may
go undetected; its effect may be difficult
to ascertain, but an immediate and
informed response can make a significant
difference to the severity of the outcome,
and this is why cyber-liability insurance
policies are so valuable.

Covering your buck
Perhaps because of the use of the term
insurance and the big numbers cited in
press coverage of cyber attacks, the
value of cyber-liability cover is generally
assessed on its ability to remedy a
financial loss. As a result, the buying
1 4 J U N E / J U LY 2 0 1 7

decision is heavily influenced by whether
or not that loss would be covered by
another form of insurance, such as
professional indemnity insurance (PII).
Because it often can be covered in this
way, firms are understandably reluctant to
buy a stand-alone cyber policy.
A firm that purchases, for example, an
RICS-compliant PII policy should continue
to look to that policy for indemnification
from third-party civil liability claims
arising from the conduct of professional
business. This would include a claim from
a client who has lost money as a direct
result of a cyber attack against your
business. PII policies are, however, largely
untested in terms of their response to
cyber attacks and cover may not always
be available.
Furthermore, unless your PII policy
contains a first-party fidelity extension, it
is unlikely to offer any protection for loss
of your business’s own funds. This leaves
a potential exposure to electronic funds
transfer fraud, ransomware and cyber
extortion, which are expected to be the
most prevalent cyber threats of 2017.
Cyber-liability insurance provides
24/7 access to an incident response
team that will help manage everything
from communication with your clients
and employees through to the provision
of identity theft mitigation services
and assistance with managing your
reputation. The team will collectively
ensure your business is fully operational
as soon as possible, which is critical in
the case of a ransomware attack.
Very few firms have access to this
expertise in house, and equally few will
know which third-party providers to
approach. A cyber-liability policy will not
only ensure you know where to turn, it will
also cover the cost.
Cyber-liability cover is relatively
inexpensive in the UK at present. Until
recently, there have not been many
claims, and our regulation and litigation
is several years behind the USA’s. As
claims increase, however – which they
inevitably will – insurers are likely to give

greater scrutiny to a firm’s approach to
risk management.
In many cases, a little thought will
help you identify which aspects of your
business are the most vulnerable and
how you can manage that risk. Where you
do not have the necessary expertise in
house, a growing number of consultants
and government schemes are available
to help assess and manage risk, such as
Cyber Essentials.

Complex exposures
However, it may be less obvious how
to protect yourself where the potential
exposures are in a complex system
such as building information modelling
(BIM). Whichever BIM platform is used
and irrespective of where it is hosted, all
project participants need to be aware of
potential cyber-security issues.
The most obvious of these is the loss
or corruption of data held on the platform,
whether accidentally or maliciously
caused. Plainly, this brings a risk of
significant delay and additional cost, even
where data can be replicated or restored.
Ransomware attacks – which can encrypt
a BIM database if left unchecked – are
the most common form of cyber attack, a
trend that is forecast to continue.
Such risks also raise the potential
for contractual penalties, or litigation
for project delays or breach of the
responsible party’s obligations to keep
data secure.

Intellectual property
BIM data is likely to be commercially
confidential or proprietary. Accordingly,
its loss or disclosure creates a significant
first-party risk, and the potential for the
owner of those intellectual property rights
to face third-party exposure.
Increasingly, regulated personal data
is held in a BIM platform. Unauthorised
access to it has various regulatory
implications, most notably the need to
evaluate whether it must be disclosed to
the Information Commissioner’s Office
(ICO), and may occasion regulatory
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Principally, this will mean they each
adopt high standards of cyber security to
ensure that issues such as unauthorised
access do not arise from their failure to
follow agreed processes or adhere to
basic security standards.

Risk v reward

enforcement or enforcement and privacy
actions by consumers. Bear in mind, too,
that the increasing power of analytics
software means BIM data that maps the
behaviour of the occupants of a building
may, in certain circumstances, become
regulated as well.
A significant data breach may have
other regulatory implications: for
example, the Architects Code requires
that adequate security precautions are
in place to safeguard clients’ data. The
regulatory burden will only increase with
the advent of the new General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR) which
brings with it compulsory notification
obligations and increased fines of up to
€20m or 4% global turnover in the most
severe cases.

Specific risks
These risks manifest themselves in
different ways to different project
participants. Industry standards such as
the Construction Industry Council (CIC)’s
BIM Protocol and PAS 1192-5 require
the appointment of a BIM information
manager. For all but the largest projects,
this role is likely to be taken by the
design lead or project lead, although it is
beginning to be outsourced to specialists,
and that trend is likely to continue.
The information manager has overall
responsibility for establishing and
maintaining the BIM platform, which
also covers cyber security. This includes
ensuring that, when established, the
platform hardware, software and system
architecture are sufficiently robust
Image © Shutterstock

BIM data is likely to
be commercially
confidential so its
loss or disclosure
creates a significant
first-party risk
to withstand cyber attack, as well as
mandating the protocols and procedures
to be followed by BIM users, such as
implementation of plans for information
management and breach response.
Once the platform is up and running,
the information manager has a continuing
responsibility to ensure that it operates
properly, monitoring adherence to
procedures and implementing necessary
updates and security enhancements.
If there is a breach, the information
manager will be the most likely subject of
any ensuing liability claim.
Ultimately, however, project security
measures will be mandated by the
employer according to the sensitivity
of the project. The employer’s main
exposure arises from its responsibility
for appointing a qualified information
manager; failure to exercise this
responsibility properly could make the
employer liable.
Every project member with access
to the BIM system shares responsibility
for protecting platform security, though.

The use of any new technology presents
cyber risks, and though BIM is no
exception, the benefits of it should
outweigh the risks. These should be
managed in a proportionate way. The
CIC and PAS guidance, particularly the
triage process set out in PAS 1192-5, are
very clear that the level of cyber-security
precautions depends on the level of risk
in particular cases.
One of the main lessons emerging
from cyber-security issues in the
automotive and engineering industries
is the importance of designing systems
with cyber security in mind from the
outset, and privacy by design will become
a regulatory requirement under the
GDPR. It is also critical that cyber risk is
recognised and managed at board level.
The most basic protection available
is to be more security-conscious. It is
important to train staff and introduce
breach response plans and information
security policies that are reviewed on
a regular basis. You must also ensure
that you understand any regulatory
requirements, such as whether
registration with the ICO is necessary
under the Data Protection Act 1998
As a last line of defence, good-quality
cyber insurance policies start at just a
few hundred pounds – less than a typical
home insurance policy. In contrast, the
cost of managing a breach can easily run
into hundreds of thousands. C

Emma Vigus is Director of Professional
Indemnity at Howden Insurance Brokers
emma.vigus@howdengroup.com
Philip Tansley is Legal Director at RPC and
co-founder of its ReSecure cyber incident
response service
philip.tansley@rpc.co.uk

Related competencies include
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(BIM) management
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Ground designs
Paul Cribbens explains why the National House
Building Council is targeting the performance of
below-ground waterproofing
interpreting how they relate to
housebuilding, turning them
into pragmatic guidance.

Specialist designer

F

Four years ago, the National
House Building Council
(NHBC) launched an
ambitious and wide-ranging
campaign to reduce the
number of costly claims
made for failures in new-build
waterproofing, which had
steadily been increasing as
subterranean construction
and sloping sites became
more widely used.
Analysis of NHBC data
quantified the number and
cost of claims for basement
failures made against the
NHBC’s Buildmark warranty.
The findings were both
surprising and concerning:
between 2005 and 2013,
claims relating to basement
waterproofing cost around
£21m, affecting 890 homes.
Clearly, something had
been going wrong with
waterproofing. To address
this, and following discussions
with other industry bodies,
NHBC introduced a number
of measures aimed at working
with industry to bring about
1 6 J U N E / J U LY 2 0 1 7

improvement, including the
development and publication
of Chapter 5.4, “Waterproofing
of basements and other below
ground structures”, which is
available free of charge online
(http://bit.ly/2piQNoZ).
A framework for good
waterproofing design has
been available to industry
since the publication in 2009
of the revised BS 8102 code
of practice for protection
of below-ground structures
against water from the
ground. Key considerations
include understanding the
risk from ground conditions,
establishing the level of
protection needed for the
building use, selecting
suitable waterproofing
and considering how the
building can be repaired if the
waterproofing fails.
Yet even with this guidance
in place, things were going
wrong far too frequently.
While BS 8102 provides an
excellent reference point,
parts of the guidance can
be difficult to understand
and apply without specialist
waterproofing design
knowledge, and even then
some elements become a
matter of judgement.
The development of
Chapter 5.4 builds on
some of the key technical
considerations in BS 8102 by

It is widely acknowledged
that the complex and
multidisciplinary nature
of waterproofing requires
a specialist designer to
coordinate the various parties
involved and understand how
many factors might affect
the design, including the
practicalities of how it will be
achieved on site.
BS 8102 states: “A
waterproofing specialist
should be included as part
of the design team so that
an integrated waterproofing
solution is created.”
Unfortunately, this vital
element of was too often
overlooked or misinterpreted,
and in the worst cases the
waterproofing “design” was
simply a line on a drawing.
To address this, Chapter
5.4 calls for waterproofing
design to be undertaken
by a specialist who
can demonstrate their
competence in this field. The
benchmark is for a designer
to hold the Certified Surveyor
in Structural Waterproofing
(CSSW) qualification.

Many of the major
manufacturers of
waterproofing now employ
technical advisors with the
CSSW qualification. This
provides a direct link between
the manufacturers, who
understand the preferred
method of use for their
products, and the final design.
There are also a number
of independent CSSW
specialists who have the
flexibility to recommend a
range of products most suited
to a given building or situation.

Understanding risk
With any waterproofing
design, the first place to
start is establishing whether
waterproofing is actually
needed. This may sound
obvious, but we have seen
a number of instances of
damp-proof membrane being
used where a waterproofing
system was clearly required.
Likewise, we have seen
waterproofing systems
installed where they are not
needed, and other situations
where waterproofing could
have been designed out.
Damp-proofing materials,
such as polythene sheet and
damp-proof courses, are
typically used to prevent the
movement of water vapour
through walls or floors. Where
liquid water comes into
contact with the structure,
though, it will often be under
pressure from a hydrostatic
head or lateral forces, in
which case damp-proofing is
unlikely to prevent it reaching
the inside of the building.

Figure 1
Retained ground and basement

H = any
point where
the ground
is above the
finished
floor level

Images © NHBC
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Figure 2
Combined system used
Grade 3
environment
e.g. habitable
part of the
house

Step in floor/party wall
or external wall

Combined
system used,
i.e. two types of
waterproofing

Retained ground >600mm & grade 3:
combined system should be used

Chapter 5.4 contains a
number of diagrams with solid
red lines showing a range
of situations where there
is a significant risk of liquid
water coming into contact
with walls, floors or ceilings
and where waterproofing
is required. By taking this
approach, Chapter 5.4 takes
the guesswork out of whether
to apply waterproofing or not.
There are also situations
indicated by a broken red line
where the designer needs
to assess the risk of the
structure coming into contact
with water, and therefore
whether or not waterproofing
is needed. Consideration as to
whether it is required should
be technically justified and
based on a range of factors
relating to the site levels,
ground type, groundwater and
building conditions.
For example, the chapter
asks that consideration
is given to providing
waterproofing to the floor
of a semi-basement. In this
situation, waterproofing may
not be necessary where the
floor is suspended with a
drained and ventilated void
beneath. However, a
ground-bearing floor in
this situation may require
waterproofing (see Figure 1).

Waterproofing types
The chapter recognises
the three common types of
waterproofing system, along
with most variations of each.
The overarching requirement
for all types of waterproofing

systems is the need for
independent verification that
the system is suitable for its
intended purpose.
In practice, this will
typically require the system
manufacturer or supplier to
define the components that
are critical to their system,
such as those used to form
joints and junctions. The
complete waterproofing
system should then be
independently assessed and
certified to confirm that it will
perform satisfactorily.
Components that can be
used with different systems
also require verification
of performance, as well
as confirmation of their
compatibility with the systems
in which they are intended
for use.

Design for repair
Access works and temporary
accommodation make up a
significant proportion of the
cost of a waterproofing repair
scheme. BS 8102 therefore
recommends that the
waterproofing system should
be designed so that repairs
can be undertaken readily
– a sensible approach that
acknowledges the high risk
and consequences of failures
in waterproofing, as well as
aiming to reduce the cost
should something go wrong.
Further recognising that
failure of waterproofing has
an even greater impact when
the internal environment
is habitable, Chapter 5.4
asks for a combination of

two systems to be used
where a grade 3 (habitable)
environment is required and
the wall is retaining more than
600mm of ground; this could
be at an external wall, a step
in floor levels or a party wall
(see Figure 2). Not only will
this approach significantly
reduce risk of water ingress,
it should also allow simpler
repair options to be adopted
in the event of a failure.
Where it can be shown that
the water table is permanently
below the underside of the
lowest floor slab, a type B
structurally integral concrete
system is acceptable, without
further protection from a
combined system.
In lower-risk situations,
a combined system may
not be proportionate to the
reduced consequences of
a failure. Where a grade 2
non-habitable environment,
such as car parking
space, is required, a single
waterproofing system
is acceptable. However,
consideration of how a repair
could be made is still needed
at the design stage.
Feedback from our claims
experience has shown
that post-applied type A
membranes, such as adhesive
or torch-applied membranes,
can be more difficult to
repair than other forms of
waterproofing. Although
they may be suitable as part
of a combined system that
offers more opportunity
for repair, they may not be
suitable as the only means
of waterproofing where the
construction has a higher risk
of water ingress and there are
limited repair options.
Where the depth of the
retained ground is greater
than 600mm and a grade 2
environment is required,
post-applied type A
membranes should not be
used as the only means of
waterproofing; fully bonded
type A, B or C systems can be
used instead.
Fully bonded type A barriers
are defined in Chapter 5.4
as systems that form a

composite with the structural
wall, such as liquid-applied
and cementitious systems.

Penetrations
Our claims analysis revealed
that penetrations such
as openings for services,
pipes and cables were also
causing problems. In order to
maintain the continuity of the
barrier, penetrations through
waterproofed walls or floors
should be avoided if possible.
Where it is essential to
provide such openings,
special treatment should
be provided around the
penetration and reference
made to the waterproofing
manufacturer’s instructions
and specialist advice.
We are optimistic that
this long-running campaign
has been a success. Early
indications show that the
industry is adopting the
changes and taking steps to
avoid what were previously
common pitfalls.
Once we start analysing
claims data from properties
built since our focused
campaign, we hope that we
will see clearly how Chapter
5.4 has played a critical role
in reducing the occurrence of
these issues and improving
both the standard and quality
of waterproofing. b

Paul Cribbens is NHBC
Standards Manager
pcribbens@nhbc.co.uk

NHBC’s supplementary Technical
guidance waterproofing of
basements and other below
ground structures is available at
http://bit.ly/2q7Rp3B

Related competencies include
Construction technology and
environmental services
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As the Lodgement airtightness testing system records its 200,000th
test, Barry Cope looks at the story the statistics are telling

Keep it tight

T

he Air Tightness
Testing and
Measurement
Association
(ATTMA) has
published statistics
from its Lodgement
system, which
requires all airtightness tests, including
re-tests and fails, to be lodged in a
central database.
The database then provides testers
with a uniquely referenced certificate
to pass on to energy performance
certificate assessors, building control
surveyors and clients.
The Lodgement system became
mandatory for all ATTMA members on
1 September 2015, and on 27 February
this year it collected data from its
200,000th test.

A look at leaks
Airtightness testing measures the amount
of conditioned air leaking from a building
by uncontrolled infiltration. A fan is
installed into the external envelope of the
building and supplies air into, or extracts
it from, a property, leading to a pressure
difference. But air will escape from
uncontrolled defects in the envelope, and
these are what we measure.
Typical leakage areas include airflow
behind dabbed plasterboard, pipes that
have not been backfilled and are hidden
by other works, such as kitchens and
bathrooms, and poorly installed products
such as loft hatches, windows and doors.
Having lots of leakage areas will mean
more air needs to be conditioned, at
considerable cost.
The statistics tell many stories, both
good and bad, about airtightness testing
and about the building industry as a
whole. For me, the most interesting
statistic is the relationship between
the airtightness test results and the
ventilation strategy.
We are seeing both extremes: houses
built to be very tight but with inadequate
ventilation, and houses with a high level
of leakage using expensive ventilation
systems that are then rendered
inefficient. Table 1 shows some results.
1 8 J U N E / J U LY 2 0 1 7

The statistics, published on the ATTMA
website (www.attma.org), show that more
than one in five dwelling airtightness tests
fail to meet the Design Air Permeability
(DAP) target derived from the Standard
Assessment Procedure (SAP) calculation.
Many of the statistics are as one would
expect; the lower the design target, the
lower the likelihood of passing the test
becomes (see Figure 1). Setting the target
low is actually a common problem for the
industry. As well as increasing the risk
of ventilation issues, it adds all sorts of
hidden costs.

Typical SAP design
In a typical SAP design, a trade-off is
made at the design stage between a
lower airtightness target and increasing
the level of insulation or adding solar
photovoltaics or a measure such as a
more efficient boiler.
The latter all come with associated
costs, but the air test is mandatory and
seen as a fixed cost, so the target tends
to be reduced. When it is time to carry
out that test, the likelihood of failure
increases, as do the number of personnel

needed to correct it, the cost of materials,
the delays for other trades and the stress
caused by delayed handover. By adding
more insulation, the effort, cost and time
would have been greatly reduced.
ATTMA examined the timeline of
airtightness test results, which overall
shows the number of dwellings with
average air permeability results is slowly
decreasing (see Figure 2). However,
the decrease for dwellings is only
0.06 cu. m/hr/sq. m at 50Pa over
17 months, which is not fast enough. To
achieve Near Zero Energy Home targets
for 2020, we would require dwellings to
achieve less than 1.00 cu. m/hr/sq. m at
50Pa; but at the current rate, this will take
more than 75 years.
The statistic of most concern is the
continual rise in non-dwelling results,
however, which have increased
0.50 cu. m/hr/sq. m at 50Pa over
the same period. I am told that some
problems have persisted for more than
10 years; for example, roller shutter doors
that do not seal correctly to the frame,
incorrectly fitted cladding and poor
construction detailing in hidden areas.

Table 1
Dwelling average by system type
Ventilation

Average result
(cu. m/hr/sq. m at 50Pa)

Comments

System 1: background
ventilators with
intermittent extractors

4.81

25% of tests using such
ventilation achieve less than
4.00. This could lead to air
quality issues

System 2: passive
stack ventilation

4.67

36% of tests using this system
achieve less than 4.00, which
could lead to air quality issues

System 3: continuous
mechanical ventilation

4.53

24% of tests using
system 3 achieve greater
than 5.00, which could cause
inefficient ventilation

System 4: continuous
mechanical ventilation with
heat recovery

4.41

85% of tests using
system 4 achieve higher than
3.00, which is above most
design specifications. This could
lead to inefficient ventilation

System 5: other

4.76
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Figure 1
Dwellings: percentage fail when compared to the design target
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Figure 2
Dwelling average result by month
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A common myth that testers hear
is that “houses need to breathe”. This
comes from houses being built with more
insulation since the 1970s, when modern
gas heating meant that airbricks had to
be inserted to avoid potential issues with
carbon monoxide.

Modern homes, future issues
Modern houses use even higher levels of
insulation but need a specific ventilation
strategy. This must correspond to the air
infiltration of the property, or will run the
risk of mould growth when the building
is too airtight or, conversely, using far
more energy than predicted to heat the
building when it is not sufficiently airtight.
Again, Table 1 shows some results.

The statistics we are compiling are
starting to tell a story about a generation
of construction projects that will develop
problems in the not so distant future.
ATTMA is the first Competent Person
Scheme in the world to collect data
on such a scale and highlight just how
serious the problem is.
We have made it clear to the
Department for Communities and Local
Government (DCLG) that the regulations
need improving to prevent a generation
of houses with poor air quality. To our
knowledge, the DCLG has yet to show
any desire to regulate the ventilation
industry as it has done with airtightness
and sound insulation testing. ATTMA is
also carrying out various independent

studies, working closely with the
University of Wolverhampton to measure
the impact on human health objectively. C

Barry Cope is Scheme Manager at ATTMA
manager@attma.org

Related competencies include
Legal/regulatory compliance
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OPINION

Fixing what’s
broke

E

The housing white paper offers sensible policies rather than
quick fixes or heavy penalties, maintains Dave Mitchell

ven before the Department
for Communities and Local
Government published its Fixing our
broken housing market white paper
in February (http://bit.ly/2lqPlgP),
delays and false starts had resulted
in wild speculation.
Many wanted it to find some way
to increase supply dramatically,
while critics of housebuilding
rubbed their hands in anticipation of
policies that would punish the industry for perceived wrongs.
It was also no great surprise that the usual suspects in
the media leaped on comments from ministers early in their
tenure to speculate wildly that the industry was going to get
bludgeoned by a white paper that would overhaul the market,
undermine housebuilders and create space for new providers.
Accusations of land banking abounded, followed by calls for
harsh penalties.
In fact, much like every other independent body that has
looked at the facts rather than the rhetoric on land banking, the
government quickly realised that housebuilders do not hoard
land unnecessarily. In fact, their business model necessitates
they build as quickly as possible because it actually costs money
to sit on sites, and doing so when demand for new homes is so
acute would make no business sense.

Speeding up planning
Instead, the government concluded that, when it can take years
to get a permission to the stage to get on a site and build, you
need a supply of land; the white paper therefore proposes a
number of sensible moves to speed up the planning system.
It also recognises that the industry has demonstrated its
willingness to improve housing supply over the past few years,
with total supply up by more than 50% over the previous three
years and new-build up 36%. Given the regulatory and planning
complexities of housebuilding this is an incredible achievement,
and as a result the government is now well on its way towards
providing the 1m homes it committed to build by 2020.
So in hindsight, it is not at all surprising that those demanding
the government take measures to castigate housebuilders were

left disappointed. They wanted a panacea, and instead got
sensible policy.
Indeed, while not spectacular or unduly punitive, the white
paper represents a comprehensive set of proposals that cover
the broad spectrum of complex determinants for housing supply.
I think that over the coming years, the measures proposed in the
paper will build on the significant progress already being made,
and lead to further increases in supply.

Key issues
Since the publication of the proposals, the Home Builders
Federation (HBF) has been working with its members to address
specific issues raised in the white paper, in particular the
suggested planning system reforms and moves to assist small
and medium-sized builders.
Two areas in particular that were raised in the white paper and
that as an industry we have to face head on are leasehold sales,
and customer service and build quality.
We want to try to help the government achieve its stated
objective of providing more homes. We are doing so by, first,
working closely with the government to develop a set of fair
terms for buyers that do not affect supply. Second, the HBF has
set up a group to consider the recommendations made in the
report More homes, fewer complaints (http://bit.ly/2n3Gl6G)
from the All-Party Parliamentary Group for Excellence in the
Built Environment, and it will publish an update soon.
I still believe the industry is providing a good product that is
honestly sold, and the vast majority of customers are happy. But
we still need to be better at ensuring that what we hand over
is of the expected quality, and, crucially, that we manage those
expectations and rectify any issues that arise in a timely manner,
to the customer’s satisfaction.
Whatever emerges from the white paper, the HBF will
continue to work with members and the government to ensure
the industry is contributing in the most efficient, effective and
positive way it can.
On a personal note, this is my final column for Building Control
Journal. After many years working in the housebuilding industry,
I am retiring, and passing the challenges on to someone else. I
hope they enjoy addressing them as much as I have done, and I
wish you all the best for the future. b

The government quickly
realised that housebuilders do
not hoard land unnecessarily
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Dave Mitchell is Technical Director at the HBF
www.hbf.co.uk
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Inspection misconception

T

Tony Defries clarifies what it means to comply with the Building Regulations –
and the consequences of not doing so

There seems to be a
general misconception that
possession of a Building
Regulations Completion
Certificate confirms that
works are compliant. This is
often not so.
While building control is
important, it is not a quality
assurance process that
identifies and remedies all
deficiencies. The certificate
simply confirms that the
approved inspector or
building control surveyor has
inspected the building with
reasonable skill and care and,
as far as they are reasonably
able, certified that the works
comply with the regulations.

Unlimited fines
Holding a certificate does
not put the responsible party
beyond the regulations’ reach.
If non-compliant features are
found after the works are
completed, the local authority
has a duty to enforce the
regulations under section 35
and 35A of the Building Act
1984 for up to two years. It
can take the following steps.
b For the first 12 months, it
may serve an enforcement
notice on the contractor and
take legal action. In the first
instance, this is usually done
informally against the main
contractor, but litigation may
be pursued if necessary.
b From the end of the
first year up the end of the
Images © Savills

second, if the owner does
not comply with the notice,
the authority can undertake
the work itself and recover all
reasonable costs.
b Once two years have
elapsed since completion,
it is deemed that the
non-compliances are
unenforceable under the
regulations. Deficiencies
then need to be considered
under different legislation
or regulation, such as the
Regulatory Reform (Fire
Safety) Order 2005, health
and safety legislation
including the Health and
Safety at Work etc. Act 1974,
the Workplace Regulations,
and legislation on houses in
multiple occupation. Applying
the regulations in such cases
is challenging.
Approved inspectors are
also obliged to request that
any non-compliant work
is rectified and, if they are
not successful, they must
refer the project to the local
authority as a reversion.

Who is responsible?
The responsibility for
verifying that the design and
construction accords with the
Building Regulations remains
with the designers, material
suppliers, main contractor
and subcontractors. How it is
actually apportioned depends
on the form of contract and
appointment documentation.
However, the responsible
parties still tend to depend
on the surveyor to identify
non-compliance issues but
then fail to fulfil their function
adequately by ensuring that
the project is compliant.
Non-compliance with the
Building Regulations can have
significant health and safety

1

2

1 Foam sealant in plasterboard
and unsealed holes in fire-rated
walls
2 Incorrectly installed fire-rated
collar around soil pipe
implications for building users
and the cost of remedial
works can be significant,
potentially causing material
delays to the sale or letting of
a building.
Case law since Anns v
Merton London Borough
Council [1978] substantially
exonerates the surveyor
of liability, and has been
tested more recently in the
European Court of Human
Rights. However, the failure of
the responsible consultants
and contractors to fulfil their
duties exposes them to the
risk of claims of negligence.
From my recent work, clear
examples of non-compliance
include the following:
b sealant in plasterboard and
unsealed holes in fire-rated
walls (see image 1)
b unfixed fire-rated collar
around soil pipe, not sealed to
wall (see image 2)
b missing fire stopping to
movement joints between
a car park and flats above
to maintain a two-hour fire
compartment
b missing and incomplete
fire protection to
fire-rated service risers and

partitions in offices and
student accommodation to
plasterboard construction
b incorrect use of
intumescent acrylic foam to
joint sealant in plasterboard
and around pipework in
fire-rated shafts and
partitions; most intumescent
foam has only been tested
in solid masonry or concrete
walls and not other forms
of construction, which has
the potential to become a
significant problem
b incorrectly installed
fire collars to pipework
penetrations through
fire-rated shafts or
service risers in student
accommodation and offices
– use of fire-rated collars is
often not understood during
the installation process
b inadequate end bearing
of long-span steel beams
on to concrete pad stone,
contrary to structural
engineer’s design.
To summarise, we must
ask ourselves whether the
buildings we are inspecting
comply with the regulations
and not to rely on others to do
so. Neither should we accept
that a building is compliant
simply because there is a
completion certificate. b

Tony Defries is Director, Building
and Project Consultancy at Savills
tdefries@savills.com

Related competencies include
Building control inspections
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IPMS and ICMS can work together to improve comparability
between projects, explains Alexander Aronsohn

Go compare

M

ost of you
are already
familiar with the
International
Property
Measurement
Standards
Coalition, made
up of 84 professional and not-for-profit
organisations from around the world.
Many of you will also be familiar with
the International Property Measurement
Standards (IPMS) for Office Buildings and
Residential Buildings(www.ipmsc.org).
But how many of you are aware of the
International Construction Measurement
Standards (ICMS), and of their link with
the IPMS?

Cost categorisation
The construction industry is subject to
national, regional and local variation,
causing difficulties when making cost
comparisons on projects where the exact
cost breakdown is unknown.
The ICMS document provides an
internationally agreed framework
comprising 13 categories, each of which
identifies a different type of construction
project and a template against which
costs can be classified, recorded,
analysed and presented.
Subject to the comments that were
received during the two extensive public
consultations there may be further
revisions, but the draft ICMS hierarchical
framework has four levels:
1. project category
2. cost category
3. cost group
4. cost subgroup.
A project category is defined as the
“classification of a project based on the
United Nations International Standard
Industrial Classification (United Nations
ISIC) structure of economic activities”,
covering buildings and infrastructure
such as roads, railways, bridges, tunnels,
sewage and water treatment works,
pipelines, power generation plants, and
chemical plants and refineries.
For level 2, these can be further
subdivided into capital construction costs
and associated capital costs. At level
3, cost groups are divided into a small
2 2 J U N E / J U LY 2 0 1 7

number of broad groups to enable easy
estimation or extraction of cost data for
quick, high-level comparison.
The cost groups can be divided again
into cost subgroups at level 4 according
to their functions or common purposes
to enable the costs of alternatives to be
evaluated and selected.

Gained in translation
ICMS can be used by all
construction-related and real-estate
specialisms to analyse and compare
historic, present and future costs of new
and retrofit or refurbishment projects.
Applications include, but are not limited
to, global investment decisions; cost
comparisons; feasibility studies; project
work; dispute resolution; reinstatement
costs for insurance; and valuation of
assets and liabilities.
The various cost analysis standards
that are in place worldwide require the
measurement of either the gross external
floor area (GEFA) or the gross internal
floor area (GIFA) of buildings.
Currently, research shows that
measurements can vary by up to 24% for
office buildings and more than 50% for
residential buildings depending on which
standard is used.
To make comparisons, it is therefore
necessary to adopt IPMS, which act as a
common basis for measurement and can
also be translated into local standards
through the use of component areas.
The linking of ICMS with IPMS
provides a valuable tool for overcoming
inconsistencies, allowing dual
reporting where necessary, increasing
transparency and reducing risk in the
construction process.
ICMS require a cost report to include
both GEFA (IPMS 1) and GIFA (IPMS 2)
measured in accordance with the rules in
IPMS. In terms of GEFA and IPMS 1, these
measurements are more or less identical,
and GEFA can be converted into IPMS 1
with the following formula:
b GEFA = IPMS 1 – Balconies –
Accessible Roof Terraces.
There are slightly more variations
between IPMS 2 and GEFA, but IPMS2
can still be converted into GIFA by using
the following formula:

b IPMS 2 = Gross Internal Floor Area +
Limited Use Area 1 + External Balconies
+ Roof Terraces.
Formula re-entrants are balconies
where half is inside the building and the
other half is outside. These are treated
as external; Limited Use Area 1 is the
area difference subtracting the Internal
Dominant Face.
It should be noted, though, that
IPMS: Office and Residential Buildings
states that: “If there is no Internal
Dominant Face, because no face in a
Vertical Section exceeds 50%, or if the
Internal Dominant Face is not vertical, the
measurement should be to the wall–floor
junction, ignoring skirting boards, cable
trunking, heating and cooling units,
and pipework.”
When dealing with a building that lacks
an Internal Dominant Face because
the final fenestration has not yet been
decided, then measurements are to be
taken to the nominal finished wall surface.
RICS has provided a more detailed
pro forma for converting IPMS to GIFA,
available for download from BCIS
(www.rics.org/uk/knowledge/bcis/).

Under consideration
The ICMS Standard Setting Committee
is reviewing the comments received from
the second round of consultation and
is revising the document, ahead of the
eventual publication of the suite later on
this year.
Possible future revisions to ICMS are
planned to incorporate whole-life costing,
while IPMS will also be revised and
consolidated once they have been issued
for the four main building classes: namely,
office, residential, industrial and retail, and
mixed use. b
Alexander Aronsohn is Technical International
Standards Director at RICS
aaronsohn@rics.org

Related competencies include
Design economics and cost
planning, Quantification and
costing of construction works
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Fire safety inspectors may be less visible than their operational colleagues but they
contribute significantly to protecting your safety, explains Nick Hunt

W

Behind the firing line
hen you think of the fire and
rescue service, your first
image may be of fire engines,
or perhaps of firefighters
entering blazing buildings
to save occupants. But the
service does much more to
save life and property through
less visible roles. Legal duties
are vested in fire and rescue
authorities, which comprise
members of the service itself and elected local councillors.

Protection profession

Fire safety officers’ titles vary across the country, so we will
refer to them here as fire safety inspectors. Their roles are
dictated by several pieces of legislation, and can also cover
specialist areas such as licensing of explosives storage,
certification of petroleum storage and consultation on licensing
activities. Fire safety inspectors have two other significant roles
under legislation.
b Specialist inspectors are consulted by Local Authority
Building Control (LABC) and approved inspectors on the fire
safety aspects of the Building Regulations 2010 for relevant
new buildings and extensions. Guidance for compliance includes
Approved Document B and BS 9999, for instance.
b They also enforce the requirements of the Regulatory
Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005 (the Fire Safety Order).

Building Regulations
While local authority building control surveyors enforce the
regulations, private approved inspectors provide an alternative
route to compliance. However, if formal enforcement action is
needed, such an inspector would defer to the local authority.
Where the Fire Safety Order applies to a building on
occupation, building control must consult the local fire and
rescue service. As the order does not cover domestic premises,
in the case of a residential tower block, for instance, it only
applies to communal areas such as corridors or stairs, not those
inside the flats.
By confirming that Approved Document B’s requirements align
with those of the order, fire safety inspectors can ensure that
no additional works are required by the responsible person to
maintain life safety on occupation of the building.
Areas for consultation with the local fire and rescue service
under Schedule 1 of the Building Regulations are:
b means of warning and escape
b internal fire spread – structural and linings
b external fire spread
b access and facilities for the service.
Consultation is defined in LABC guide Building Regulations and
Fire Safety Procedural Guidance, which states: “The building
control body must have regard to the fire safety enforcing
authority’s comments before reaching its decision on plans or in
the case of an approved inspector before deciding on a final

or plans certificate” (http://bit.ly/2msw042).The service has
15 days to reply when invited to consult.
To support the responsible person in undertaking their duties
under the Fire Safety Order, regulation 38 of the Building
Regulations 2010 requires that they are supplied with fire safety
information for the building on completion of works (see Building
Control Journal April/May 2016, p.18). This information enables
completion of a suitable and sufficient fire risk assessment.

Order and law
The Fire Safety Order identifies the local fire and rescue
authority as the enforcing body responsible for ensuring
that duty-holders comply with the legislation; its powers are
generally delegated to professional fire safety inspectors.
Under the order, the main duty-holder – the responsible
person – must take general fire precautions to safeguard
employees and relevant persons. A suitable and sufficient fire
risk assessment will record the current position and identify
works required to maintain life safety.
As the delegated enforcers of the order, fire and rescue
services must have an inspection programme in place to identify
the properties that pose major risks to life in their area; fire
safety inspectors will undertake planned audits of these.
As regulators, inspectors are subject to the Regulators’ Code,
published by the then Better Regulation Delivery Office in April
2014; the code directs inspectors to work with those they
regulate to achieve compliance, unless the law is being flouted
and enforcement action is required.
Where a responsible person is not complying with an
enforcement or prohibition notice, for instance, legal action
may be pursued, initially in the magistrates’ courts; the fire
and rescue service enforces while the courts prosecute. Fire
services are required to keep a public record of enforcement
actions, and many use the National Enforcement Register on the
Chief Fire Officers Association website (http://bit.ly/2pHpI1f).

Safer stock
All such notices and prosecutions aim to address situations
where building fires and fatalities could have occurred were it
not for the intervention of fire safety inspectors. In responding
to consultation for relevant works and educating duty-holders,
these inspectors make building stock more sustainable and
safer, as the Home Office Fire Statistics Monitor April 2015
to March 2016 (http://bit.ly/2nK7sR8) shows. Fire and rescue
services actively support safety in many different ways – not
only in emergency situations. b

Nick Hunt is Fire Safety Officer at West Midlands Fire Service
nick.hunt@wmfs.net

Related competencies include
Fire safety
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UPDATE
RICS publishes research from COBRA 2016
The COBRA 2016 conference included
two papers on the Dutch building control
system, since published by RICS.
“A new Dutch building control system:
lessons to be learned from neighbours”
looks at various European countries’
roles, and the responsibilities of public
and private parties in guaranteeing the
technical quality of construction works.
n rics.org/dutchbuildcontrollessons
“Changes in and innovation of Dutch
building regulations and control” is
meanwhile the result of policy studies,
political debate and expert consultancy
on experiments that all aim to guarantee
performance as built using a new system
of quality control.
n rics.org/dutchbuildcontolchanges

COBRA is an annual conference that
offers an opportunity to present research
in the fields of construction, building and
real estate.
Hosted by RICS, it is dedicated to
providing stimulating debate and
discussions between researchers from
around the world, providing the basis for
new areas of scholarship in these sectors.
All papers submitted to COBRA are
subject to academic review to ensure
their relevance, rigour and topicality.
This year’s conference, which had been
due to take place in August, has been
rescheduled to align with the annual
World Built Environment Forum in April
next year.
n rics.org/conferencepapers

Resilient House
prototype unveiled

A place for SuDS
The Chartered Institution of Water
and Environmental Management has
published what is believed to be the
largest ever independent UK-wide
survey of sustainable urban drainage
systems (SuDS).
Key findings include:
b the costs and particularly the
benefits of implementing SuDS are
not being assessed
b physical site constraints are cited
as reasons to opt out
b many planning authorities do not
have the capacity to judge the merits
of the schemes , leading to more
opt-outs
b where SuDS have been provided,
they often miss opportunities to
provide multiple benefits
b adoption and future maintenance
is the greatest barrier to be resolved.
n http://bit.ly/2k8npk4
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The Building Research Establishment
(BRE) has developed a prototype of the
“Resilient House”, to show how practical
measures can be taken in a home to
prevent the entry of flood water. These
simple solutions include:
b flood-resistant doors and windows
b water-resilient walls and insulation
b a resilient kitchen with moveable units
b floor and wall membranes to channel
water towards floor drains
b an automatic sump pump to stop
water rising through the floor and
disperses any quickly if it gets inside
b one-way valves fitted to the toilets and
sinks to prevent flooding via the sewers.
BRE Centre for Resilience Director
Dr Stephen Garvin said: “The aim of this
project is to show contractors and
householders in a tangible way that
resilient repair isn’t as challenging or
difficult as they may think it is.”
BRE has also announced a new
certification scheme for independent
property flood resilience surveyors in
response to The Flood Property Resilience
Action Plan, published by the Department
for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs last
year (see http://bit.ly/2cvWl7A and Building
Control Journal February/March p.16).

STANDARDS
Forthcoming

IPMS Residential professional
statement, 2nd edition
n https://ipmsc.org/consultation

RICS Valuation – Professional
Standard 2017 (Red Book)
professional statement
Reinstatement cost
assessments of buildings
professional statement
n www.rics.org/standards

Conferences

BIM Conference
6 June, Hilton Tower Bridge,
London
The annual BIM conference will
consider the challenge of promoting
further adoption of Level 2 BIM in
the private sector, while also looking
to the future as the UK
government’s BIM Taskforce aims
to enact the Digital Built Britain
Level 3 BIM strategic plan.
n www.rics.org/bimconference

Diversity and Inclusion
Conference
29 June, Grange St Paul’s Hotel,
London
Discover how senior industry leaders
can make a difference in these key
areas, on a day of knowledge-sharing
and practical workshops.
n www.rics.org/divconference

Supported by training from the BRE
Academy and industry partners including
RICS, the scheme will allow certified
surveyors to collect and upload data to a
property flood resilience database
developed by BRE, AXA and LexisNexis
under an Innovate UK-funded programme.
This will create a UK-wide industry data
source for flood-resilient properties,
supporting insurance applications for
at-risk homes and businesses.
For more information, email
floodsurveyorsscheme@bre.co.uk

Images © Alamy, Shutterstock, Hilton
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Code for fire
doors revised

Report urges more off-site manufacture
A UK Green Building Council report has
stated off-site manufacture can cut
construction waste, produce homes that
are better built and cheaper to run and
enable quicker and more reliable build
times. Produced in consultation with

industry, Building places that work for
everyone – industry insights into key
government priorities also discusses how
to achieve the UK’s legally binding carbon
reduction targets.
n http://bit.ly/2lSKXZm

CDM Regulations 2015 maintained

The Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy has decided to leave
the Construction (Design and Maintenance) Regulations 2015 unchanged following
a review of the amount of red tape in the housebuilding sector.
n http://bit.ly/2meIjgO

The British Standards
Institution has updated BS 8214,
the code of practice for fire door
assemblies, to include
recommendations for the
specification, installation and
maintenance of timber-based
fire doors.
Other changes include new
fire precautions in the design,
construction and use of building
to ensure the standard is
harmonised with the recently
revised BS 9999 code of
practice for fire safety in the
design, management and use
of buildings.
n www.bsigroup.com

Brexit response out

RICS’ full response to the UK government’s
triggering of Article 50 and relevant
economics papers are now available online.
n rics.org/brexit

BCA BUILDING CONTROL APPROVAL is a London based approved inspector with a varied workload, which includes
residential, commercial and educational projects. We also have substantial commercial projects in Birmingham and Manchester.
We would like to hear from surveyors interested in working for a small but expanding company in Hoxton. All surveyors and inspectors will attend
site, design team meetings and write plan check documents .

Senior Building Control Surveyors

Building Control Manager

Independent Site Inspectors

We work closely with our architect
and developer clients, and their
design teams. We expect our
surveyors to be integrated and
constructive members of the design
team, capable of developing
creative solutions to design
challenges.

Manager required to take a
strategic over view of our
surveyors and projects.

We are building a network of
independent, self-employed
professional consultants
interested in flexible working.
Consultants will cover our
Birmingham and Manchester
projects, and other areas.

Applicants will have at least 5 years’
experience in Building Control.
We welcome surveyors looking for
salaried or contract positions.
RICS CABE or CIOB.

Applicants should have
demonstrable experience with
local authority building control or
with private approved inspectors.
Quality is key to BCA, our Building
Control Manager will ensure
quality levels and due process are
met on all projects.
RICS, CABE or CIOB.

Chartered Surveyors or Chartered
Engineers MRICS, MCABE or MIStrutE,
with Building Control Experience (Local
Authority or Approved Inspector).

Our salaries are competitive, and we pay bonuses for great performance. We offer a range of packages including Permanent or Contract
employment and support flexible working. In all instances email your CV to work@buildingcontrolapproval.com or call Iain on 020 7278 1543 for
an initial discussion.
Our work is primarily within Greater London; applicants must be willing to inspect sites across London and the Home Counties. Our Independent site
inspectors will cover areas outside of London.

BCA BUILDING CONTROL APPROVAL
we unscramble the regulations for you

To a d ve r t i s e c o n t a c t Em ma Kennedy +4 4 ( 0 ) 2 0 7 8 7 1 5 7 3 4 or emmak @wearesu nd a y.co m
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Fire doors are essential to building safety but can also
be a common source of problems. Continuing his series
from Australia, Mark Anderson looks at how to resolve
these issues

A better door

M

ost buildings will
have fire doors,
yet the panoply
of legislation
dealing with their
installation and
maintenance
tends to
mean that they are poorly fitted and
maintained. Common errors can occur
at the construction stage, although more
problems are encountered when it comes
to maintenance.

No tag
The most common problem is that the
door tag has been removed when fitting
the door to ensure its smooth operation;
in the UK, the tag is on the top stile and
in Australia on the door jamb. The loss of
the tag means that, when the door needs
to be replaced or maintained, it is not
clear whether it is a fire door, and if so
whether it is a 60-minute or 120-minute
fire door, for example.
One part of the approvals process is
to ensure that the door has a tag, but in
the course of time these can become
lost. All doors should be recorded on an
asset register to ensure that the correct
kind are always fitted and maintained,
and this should be checked as part of the
maintenance regime.

Modifications
In older buildings, it is common for a fire
door to be of an unusual size, resulting in
the replacement door being modified to
suit. In Australia and in the UK, any cuts
to a door will result in it not meeting the
requisite standard, AS 1905.1: 2015 or
BS 8214: 2015 respectively. It is therefore
essential to have a licensed contractor
carry out the installation, and this may
mean a door is manufactured specifically
for the opening.
Air-transfer grilles, glazing, letterboxes
and other attachments are common
2 6 J U N E / J U LY 2 0 1 7

modifications and these can also lead to
non-compliance unless they are treated
properly. In Australia, this means that
the door must have been tested with
such attachments or openings, and that
includes any adornment that may affect
the door’s ability to resist fire, such as
non-fire-rated glazing, combustible
backing or any signage.
One of the most common failures in
a building’s passive fire measures is not
because the door was improperly fitted or
maintained but because it was propped
open. All fire doors are fitted with
self-closing devices to ensure that they
return to the closed position once used;
if the fire door is in a high-traffic area,
then hold-open devices that release in
the event of a fire alarm being activated
should be fitted to reduce and or prevent
this occurring.
If the fire door does not fit properly
then it will not operate properly. In the
UK, fire doors rely on intumescent seals,
and these will not work if the gaps are too
large. In Australia, the doors rely on the
gap between stiles being less than 3mm.
A careful installation and inspection
scheme will ensure that the door is fit
for purpose on completion, and a yearly
inspection regime will confirm that it is
properly maintained and functional. In
Australia, an annual fire safety statement
ensures that all of the building’s essential
measures have been maintained and
tested on a yearly basis.
Any test of the door’s function should
include the closing device. The door must
close from any angle but, over time, use
will affect the spring mechanism, and this
may need to be adjusted or replaced if it
cannot close the door adequately.

Door signage
If proper signage is not attached to the
door then its maintenance and function
may not be carried out appropriately. This
can lead to a door failure during a fire.

Signage has to be of the correct
dimensions and show the appropriate
wording to allow the occupants to
evacuate. For instance, the capital
letters must be not less than 20mm high
and be in a colour that contrasts with
the background to help those who are
visually impaired; they must state “FIRE
DOOR – DO NOT OBSTRUCT.”
Fire doors are placed to assist with
the containment of a fire, and if the
surrounding construction is compromised
then the door becomes useless. This
will occur, for instance, if glazing above
the door is not fire-rated, or the wall has
gaps adjacent to the door jamb that are
greater than 25mm and not filled with
intumescent filler.

Correct control
It is essential that the fire door is installed
correctly and suitably tested and tagged,
but it must also be maintained over its
lifetime to ensure it remains functional as
a passive control measure. b
Mark Anderson is Senior Building Certifier
at KPMG AU
manderson@kpmg.com.au
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CPD Foundation
Manage your annual CPD in one easy step
By subscribing to CPD Foundation, you will have a wealth of
seminars and on-demand recordings available to you all
designed to keep you up to date on a wide range of
contemporary issues and legislative developments impacting
your industry.
The seminars are delivered by experts in over 20 locations
across the UK. All topics scheduled during the annual
programme are recorded and made available online so that
you can catch up at a time and place convenient to you.

Subscribe today online at:

rics.org/cpdfoundation

Untitled - Page: 1
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Diversity and Inclusion
Conference
29 June 2017, London
See diversity and inclusion in practice: listen to leaders who are committed
to drive the diversity agenda forward within the real estate, land,
infrastructure and construction sectors. Key speakers include:
• Heathrow Airport Chief People Ofﬁcer Paula Stannett
• RICS President Amanda Clack
• RIBA President Jane Duncan
• CIOB CEO Chris Blythe
• CBRE Director Justin Carty
Network with like-minded professionals, learn how senior leaders can make
a difference and receive practical tips to embed diversity and inclusion
within your company's business strategy and decision making.

Book your place online: rics.org/diversityconference
To ad ve rtise con t a c t Em m a Ke n n e dy +4 4( 0 ) 20 7 8 7 1 5 7 3 4 or emmak@wearesu nday. c om
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General Manager
(Building Control)

THE BUSINESS
Aedis is a national, independent specialist in building control, compliance, structural warranties, sustainability and
safety.
We are a dynamic, innovative business that has achieved significant, sustainable growth over the past eight years.
Our common sense approach to business is backed by a range of innovative solutions and a strong brand that can
deliver a real competitive advantage for our clients across the UK construction sector.
As part of our continued growth strategy, we are looking to recruit an outstanding General Manager (Building Control)
to work alongside the Managing Director and our business leaders. This is a pivotal appointment and will ensure we
are able to successfully deliver and generate work in-line with our business plan objectives.

THE ROLE

THE PERSON

Assuming overall accountability for the building
control division, you will support, coach and mentor
our Regional Operations Managers (in terms of
people management, technical ability and business
development skills) ensuring they are fully equipped
and able to deliver their business objectives. You will
also develop your own strategic plan and will promote
the cross-selling of Aedis services, identifying gaps
in the market/industry and devising strategies for
addressing these.

This is an opportunity for a high performance individual
with the relevant knowledge, expertise, values, drive
and passion.
Substantial management experience in the building
control sector and supporting professional qualifications
(RICS/CABE/CIOB status) are essential. In addition, you
will need to be an exceptional leader and motivator who
acknowledges and shares achievement and success
while also embedding a culture of embracing change
and development.

Sharing best practice across business regions and
functions, you will drive forward consistency and
standardisation in expectations, policy, process and
delivery. Your style will endorse a united approach
across the business, advocating a one-team ethos.

In return, we are offering a generous remuneration/benefits package and a rare,
exciting opportunity to help shape the future of Aedis.
For an informal, confidential discussion and full application details, please contact
jobs@aedis.com or, for further information, please call 07740 405898.

